Off The Beaten Path South Carolina A Guide
To Uniq
Eventually, you will totally discover a other experience and finishing by spending more cash.
still when? accomplish you admit that you require to acquire those all needs similar to having
significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to comprehend even more on the order of the globe, experience,
some places, considering history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own times to measure reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy
now is off the beaten path south carolina a guide to uniq below.

Classic Carolina Road Trips from Columbia Tom Poland 2014 "Vignettes about all the
sites in SC one can visit in a day trip from Columbia"-Ghosts of the Pee Dee Tally Johnson 2009-05-04 A ghostly Figure hanging in a
churchyard...icy fingers that run up your neck...the Lizard Man of Scape Ore Swamp.... From
the swamps of Kershaw County to an abandoned graveyard underneath South of the Border,
the South Carolina Pee Dee is home to a rich heritage and a sometimes frightening past. In
this volume, storyteller and author Tally Johnson investigates the truth behind the ghostly
legends of counties that have seen revolution and war, tragedy and triumph. With an
attention to history and a passion for the truth behind the legends, this fascinating glimpse
into the Pee Dee’s past reveals that it is far stranger than anyone ever imagined.
South Carolina -- Off the Beaten Path William Price Fox 2007 A series for the individual
with a unique taste in travel presents easy-to-use, state-by-state or province-by-province
handbooks that describe the unusual, offbeat, and little-known places that most tourists miss,
in guidebooks that come complete with maps, illustrations, and other special features.
Forgotten Tales of South Carolina Sherman Carmichael 2011-11-03 From the desk of
Sherman Carmichael comes a collection of about a hundred quirky and unpublished tales
from the Palmetto State. Tales include everything from folk tales, urban legends, monsters,
mermaids, ghost sightings, mysterious lights, UFO sightings, dinosaurs, and haunted
locations.
South Carolina Robert C. Clark 1994 In South Carolina: A Timeless Journey, Robert Clark and
Tom Poland tour the backroads of the Palmetto State, stopping along the way to note the
historic monuments, natural landmarks, and colorful characters that distinguish South
Carolina from its neighbors. Purposefully avoiding the stock cars, shagging, and politics that
outsiders commonly associate with the state, Clark and Poland venture off the beaten path to
profile memorable South Carolinians and the places they call home. These vignettes present
a contemporary portrait of the Palmetto State in the midst of transition. From the pilots of
Desert Storm to the crabbers of the Lowcountry, Clark and Poland portray the extremes that
characterize South Carolina on the eve of the twenty-first century. They applaud the beauty
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and resilience of historic Charleston while lamenting the dilution of the Lowcountry's Gullah
culture. They visit an authentic general store, a grist mill that now serves as a museum, and
one of the few shops where sausage is still made by hand. They mourn the obsolescence of
the front porch, fire tower, and family farm. But even as Clark and Poland look nostalgically
on the remnants of a simpler time, they cite the international businesses, institutions of
higher education, and modern advancements that point to South Carolina's continuing
evolution.
Hiking Waterfalls Georgia and South Carolina Melissa Watson 2022-05-01 The mountains of
Georgia and South Carolina are renowned for beautiful waterfalls. Hiking Waterfalls in
Georgia and South Carolina includes detailed hike descriptions, maps, and color photos for
more than 60 of the most scenic waterfall hikes in the states—many of them along the
mountainous border between the two states, within easy access of each other. Hike
descriptions also include history, local trivia, and GPS coordinates. This book is an ideal
complement to the popular FalconGuides Hiking South Carolina and Hiking Georgia, with
minimal overlapping content.
The Waterfalls of South Carolina Benjamin Brooks 2007 This unique guide is an essential
exploring companion for every resident or visitor to South Carolina's spectacular mountains.
Packed with stunning photographs and easy-to-follow directions, it will take you to 31
waterfalls nestled in the rugged terrain of Greenville Pickens and Oconee counties. A smash
success since its first printing, this third edition includes updated information and more
brand new waterfalls to take you even further off the beaten path! Book jacket.
Georgia Off the Beaten Path® Janice McDonald 2016-08-01 The essential source of
information about the sights and sites travelers and locals want to see and experience--if only
they knew about them! From the best in local dining to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden
attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales, these guides take the reader down the road
less traveled.
South Carolina William Price Fox 2005 This guide covers unheralded South Carolina
attractions and festivals, including the antebellum Hampton Plantation, the plastic cast of
King Kong and model plane collection at the Flight Deck restaurant, and the Springfield Frog
Jump.
Historic South Carolina Lee Davis Perry 2021-12-30 Historic South Carolina: A Tour of the
State's Top National Landmarks is a carefully curated travel guide, written by a local
historian, featuring the most intriguing and significant of the state's nationally recognized
historic landmarks. This guide provides interesting anecdotes and color photography of
famous manors and plantation houses, centuries-old churches and chapels, and beautiful
marshlands of the Low Country. Tour the Palmetto State and travel back in time with Historic
South Carolina.
History Happened Here Brian Scott
South Carolina William Price Fox 1995-12-01 A travel guide to the not so traveled areas of
the state.
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North Carolina Off the Beaten Path® Sara Pitzer 2020-04-01 Whether you’re a visitor or a
local looking for something different, North Carolina Off the Beaten Path shows you the Tar
Heel State with new perspectives on timeless destinations and introduces you to those you
never knew existed––from the best in local dining to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden
attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales. So if you’ve “been there, done that” one too
many times, get off the main road and venture Off the Beaten Path.
South Carolina Curiosities Lee Davis Perry 2011-09-13 The definitive collection of South
Carolina's odd, wacky, and most offbeat people, places, and things, for South Carolina
residents and anyone else who enjoys local humor and trivia with a twist.
This Is My South Caroline Eubanks 2018-10-01 You may think you know the South for its
food, its people, its past, and its stories, but if there’s one thing that’s certain, it’s that the
region tells far more than one tale. It is ever-evolving, open to interpretation, steeped in
history and tradition, yet defined differently based on who you ask. This Is My South inspires
the reader to explore the Southern States––Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia––like never before. No other guide pulls
together these states into one book in quite this way with a fresh perspective on can’t-miss
landmarks, off the beaten path gems, tours for every interest, unique places to sleep, and
classic restaurants. So come see for yourself and create your own experiences along the way!
P Is for Palmetto Carol Crane 2010-10-15 P is for Palmetto is a collection of evocative pages
of watercolor that covers this beautiful southeastern state from A to Z. Carol Crane captures
the diverse features of South Carolina with her flowing verse and solid expository text, while,
within the images of Mary Whyte, you can almost envision yourself standing in the vast
cotton fields and walking along the sandy shores of its stunning coastline. South Carolinians,
young and old, will treasure P is for Palmetto and educators will find its two-tiered teaching
format extremely useful in their classrooms.
Frommer's The Carolinas and Georgia Darwin Porter 2009-03-11 Now with updated and
expanded cultural information, Frommer's The Carolinas and Georgia 9th Edition is an
unbeatable guide to some of the South's most popular places to visit, stay, and play. Our
guide ranges from popular parks (Great Smoky Mountain) and fabulous beaches (the Outer
Banks) to historic cities (Charleston) and must-see major metropolises (Atlanta). Travelers
get the scoop on festivals, sporting events, and new attractions such as the Billy Graham
Library, opened in June 2007, and the NASCAR Hall of Fame, due to be opened in Charlotte
in 2010. Our book also comes complete with an indispensable foldout map.
Explorer's Guide Myrtle Beach & South Carolina's Grand Strand: A Great
Destination: Includes Wilmington and the North Carolina Low Country Renee Wright
2012-03-05 "Consistently rated the best guides to the regions covered...Readable, tasteful,
appealingly designed. Strong on dining, lodging, and history."—National Geographic Traveler
This new guide covers both Myrtle Beach and its neighbors over the North Carolina border,
including the fascinating seaports of Wilmington and Southport, a compact area that takes
under three hours to drive from end to end but offers a wealth of different vacation options
and activities. Distinctive for their accuracy, simplicity, and conversational tone, the diverse
travel guides in our Explorer's Great Destinations series meet the conflicting demands of the
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modern traveler. They're packed full of up-to-date information to help plan the perfect
getaway. And they're compact and light enough to come along for the ride. A tool you'll turn
to before, during, and after your trip, these guides include chapters on lodging, dining,
transportation, history, shopping, recreation, and more; a section packed with practical
information, such as lists of banks, hospitals, post offices, laundromats, numbers for police,
fire, and rescue, and other relevant information; maps of regions and locales, and more.
South Carolina Off the Beaten Path® Lee Davis Perry 2019-10-31 Tired of the same old
tourist traps? Whether you’re a visitor or a local looking for something different, South
Carolina Off the Beaten Path shows you the Palmetto State with new perspectives on timeless
destinations and introduces you to those you never knew existed. Explore the wildlife refuge
at Hobcaw Barony for an in-depth look at everything from butterflies to oysters Tour the
Cherokee Foothills Scenic Highway for breathtaking views of the Blue Ridge Mountains
Indulge your inner adventurer with a white-water rafting trip on the Chattanooga River So if
you’ve “been there, done that” one too many times, forget the main road and venture Off the
Beaten Path.
Explorer's Guide 50 Hikes in South Carolina Johnny Molloy 2007-06-04 Profiles toprecommended hiking tours in regions from the Chattanooga River to Congaree National Park,
in a visitor's reference that emphasizes scenic destinations and provides accompanying trail
maps, directions, and historical data. Original.
Scenic Driving South Carolina John Clark 2011-05-03 This indispensable highway
companion maps out short trips for exploring the Palmetto State's scenic byways and back
roads.
North Carolina - Off the Beaten Path Sara Pitzer 2000-11 Dedicated to travelers with a taste
for the unique, these easy-to-use, state-by-state guides will help you discover the hidden
places that most tourists miss -- shining the spotlight squarely on the off-beat. If it's funky,
funny, little known, or out of the way, then you'll probably find it in Off the Beaten Path "RM".
-- More sidebars about the quirky and unique -- Additional state trivia -- Fully updated
information
Georgia Off the Beaten Path®, 9th William Schemmel 2009-01-13 Visit Georgia in a way
most travelers don’t with this handy guide written by a passionate Georgian native as he
leads you through Georgia’s byways and hidden treasures. Eight maps and twelve black-andwhite illustrations complement his commentary.
South Carolina Off the Beaten Path®, 8th William Price Fox 2013-02-19 The essential source
of information about the sights and sites travelers and locals want to see and experience--if
only they knew about them! From the best in local dining to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden
attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales, these guides take the reader down the road
less traveled.
A Haunting from Beneath Dennis A. Morris 2016-06-26 A haunting from beneath is about a
family, who moved from the city, to the back country of South Carolina. A Great Uncle that
Jeremy Davis seldom saw, suddenly dies and leaves him a house he knew nothing about. This
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house, turns out to be a mansion sitting on a huge plantation in South Carolina. With the
Davis family having the money problems they were having, they had no choice but to move.
They simply couldn't afford living in the city any longer. So, they packed up and moved to the
country. There, they would run into problems that would out do the problems they had
before. Their dream mansion, turns into a nightmare, literally. It was the Davis's oldest
daughter who started to have the dreams from the past. These dreams quickly turned into
nightmares. It would turn out, that Shelby's dreams would later save their lives and help
them to safety. The Davis family would move back to the city.
South Carolina Kate Boehm Jerome 2010-04 Describes the geography, history, culture, and
people of South Carolina.
Charleston Jane Kronsberg 1997 An entertaining guide to Charleston and the nearby islands
with recipes from restaurants and locals mixed with photographs and comments about places
off the beaten path.
North Carolina Sara Pitzer 2008-11-18
Letters from South Carolina Steven Hawkins 2019-05-20 The Book, Letters from South
Carolina, is a collection of a total of seventy-five letters to the editor by author, Steven
Hawkins, who started writing these letters in 2014. He had, before compiling his collected
letters anthology, been published in several newspapers and magazines in South Carolina
and North Carolina such as The Greenville News, Asheville Citizen-Times, The Anderson
Independent-Mail, The State, The Columbia Star, The Journal scene, Charleston Magazine,
Mountain Xpress, and Charlotte Weekly. He writes about the attractions and happenings of
the local regional areas that he visited with his family and friends over the years. And he
writes about the historic sites and folklore of different areas around the region that he visited
over the years with his family and friends on vacation and school and religious trips. Hawkins
has also since last year, 2018, recently written to national newspapers such as Detroit Free
Press, The Washington Times, The Jersey Journal, New York Daily News, and Miami Herald
about movies and music that he always listened to and grew up on. These faraway national
cities he visited several times with his family on extended vacations over the years. Hawkins
loves to live in his state, South Carolina, and he always loved to visit those “smiling faces and
beautiful places” with his family and friends through the years. He hopes through his letters
and editorials that people around the country and even around the world will be moved to
come visit South Carolina and enjoy all the historic attractions, beaches, small towns, and
happenings the state has to offer. He hopes that people will find South Carolina a fast-moving
place and its industry and commerce truly a part of the New South. South Carolina is just
right.
South Carolina -- Off the Beaten Path William Price Fox 1998-12 Globe Pequot''s Off the
Beaten Path series is devoted to the type of traveller with a taste for the unique. Each guide
helps the reader discover the unsung, unspoilt and obscure places that the average tourist
misses.'
50 Hikes in South Carolina (Explorer's 50 Hikes) Johnny Molloy 2016-12-27 Hikes and walks
from the mountains to the Lowcountry Seasoned hiking author Johnny Molloy details 50 hikes
of varied lengths and difficulties throughout verdant South Carolina, from the Chattooga
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River to the diverse terrain of the Midlands, including Congaree National Park, all the way to
the Lowcountry, land of beaches and forgotten swamps and designated wildernesses. Specific
emphasis is placed on the most scenic destinations and unique places that make the Palmetto
State special. Each hike includes a helpful information section, trail map, trailhead directions,
and stunning photographs, with intriguing commentary about the human or natural history
along the way.
Off the Beaten Path- North Carolina Sara Pitzer 2004-10 From the coastal plain through the
Upper Piedmont to the mountains, this guide shows the way to attractions such as the Hope
Plantation in Windsor, the Richard Petty Museum south of Asheboro, and the Tweetsie
Railroad theme park in Blowing Rock.
South Carolina William Price Fox 2007 Discover a different side of the Palmetto State.
Explore the wildlife refuge at Hobcaw Barony for an in-depth look at everything from
butterflies to oysters. Hop a steam engine train for an autumn excursion into the mountains
of Fairfield County. Or test your mettle with a white-water rafting adventure on the
Chattooga River. So if you've "been there, done that" one too many times, get off the main
road and venture off the beaten path. - Back cover.
Cruising Off the Beaten Path Betsey Shapiro 2009-01-01 River and small-ship cruises have
become enormously popular recently. As an alternative to sailing on the big cruise ships,
travel ¿off the beaten path,¿ on smaller, more personal voyages and enjoy an authentic
experience. In this guide, you¿ll find: -Detailed destination information for small ship cruises
worldwide.-Sample day-by-day itineraries. -Descriptions of different types of small ship
cruises ¿ from riverboats to sailing ships, yachts and more. -A comprehensive listing of small
ship cruise lines, that caters to the North American market. -A detailed listing of small ships.
-Special-interest cruises, from gardening to Christmas Shopping.-Advice on how to plan your
trip, including the best seasons to travel, how to find a good travel agent that specializes in
small ship cruises, and contact information and websites. This guidebook was written by a
cruise industry insider ¿ for many years BETSEY SHAPIRO has been a travel agent, worked
for small cruise lines, and works at the port in San Francisco. In this book, she and her
colleagues share insider¿s knowledge about the cruise lines, destinations and best way to get
the most out of your small ship vacation. ¿Every cruise loving traveler will enjoy reading it
and it will definitely inspire their next cruise destinations for years!¿
South Carolina Off the Beaten Path® William Price Fox 2013-02-19 South Carolina Off the
Beaten Path features the things travelers and locals want to see and experience––if only they
knew about them. From the best in local dining to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden
attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales, South Carolina Off the Beaten Path takes the
reader down the road less traveled and reveals a side of South Carolina that other
guidebooks just don't offer.
North Carolina Off the Beaten Path® Sara Pitzer 2011-11-22 North Carolina Off the
Beaten Path features the things travelers and locals want to see and experience––if only they
knew about them. From the best in local dining to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden
attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales, North Carolina Off the Beaten Path takes the
reader down the road less traveled and reveals a side of North Carolina that other
guidebooks just don't offer.
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A Geography of the Carolinas David Gordon Bennett 2008 Vibrant high-tech centers, shifting
barrier islands, okra festivals, Yankee and Latino immigrants, Blue Ridge vistas, world-class
universities and empty textile mills-this is the Carolinas. A region of striking natural beauty,
rich history, and a rapidly changing economic base, the Carolinas are "Old South" and "New
South," intimately local and inextricably global. In A Geography of the Carolinas, eleven
noted geographers explore the region's historical, cultural and physical landscapes. Bringing
the perspective of the science of geography and a wealth of experience and knowledge, the
contributors reveal the patterns, processes, and connections at work in these two great
states. Each chapter is an exploration of this diverse terrain of places and peoples, and a
fascinating journey for those who wish to understand the past, present, and future of the
Carolinas. Book jacket.
Backroads of South Carolina Paul M. Franklin 2006 A photographic odyssey through South
Carolina presents travelers with more than thirty drives through the scenic wonders, natural
beauty, and rich historical heritage of the state, from seventeenth-century colonial
settlements and Fort Sumter to the Atlantic coastal lowlands and Blue Ridge Mountains.
Original.
South Carolina Country Roads: Of Train Depots, Filling Stations & Other Vanishing
Charms Tom Poland
Camping South Carolina Melissa Watson 2014-04-14 This guide to more than ninety-five
public campgrounds in South Carolina is perfect for tent and RV campers alike. Within each
campground listing is vital information on location, road conditions, fees, reservations,
available facilities, and recreational activities. The listings are organized by geographic area,
and thorough site maps will simplify your search for the perfect campground. From the far
southern reaches of Hunting Island State Park to the mountains of the Upcountry and
everything in between—from creeks and waterfalls with endless mountain views to the fresh
salty air of the infinite Atlantic Ocean—Camping South Carolina opens the door to these
places. Look inside for: * Campground locations * Detailed maps * GPS coordinates for each
campground * Driving directions * Facilities and hookups * Dates of operation * Fees and
reservations * Recreational activities * What equipment and clothing to bring * Tips on
wildlife and safety
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